Abstract-A general modal analysis solution is presented for the scattering from multiple discontinuities in waveguides. As in a previous formulation, a recurrence procedure is used to derive the global scattering matrices from the coupled sets of truncated linear equations, which are obtained by expanding the corresponding fields in modal form and imposing the boundary conditions at each junction. In the present analysis, the higher order modes are included in the truncations at each discontinuity plane, but only those modes that effectively interact between the discontinuities are retained. Numerical results are given for a thick iris and multiple-step transformers in circular waveguides.
I. INTRODUCTION The scattering from waveguide components with multiple discontinuities, such as filters, irises, and transformers, can be calculated by cascading the individual waveguide discontinuities using various cascading techniques [lJ. In a previous paper [2] , the authors presented a general formulation for the scattering from multiple waveguide discontinuities, based on the modal analysis technique [3] . In this formulation, a recurrence procedure is used to derive the global scattering matrices from the truncated linear equations formed by applying the mode orthogonality, with a significant reduction in the amount of computation compared with the commonly used cascading techniques. The equations have been truncated such that the relative convergence phenomenon [4] is avoided. However, all the modes retained in each region after truncation are assumed to be interacting between the adjacent discontinuities. The effect of the higher order modes can result in numerical instabilities as the separation distance between discontinuities increases. Reducing the number of modes alleviates the numerical difficulties by eliminating the destabilizing higher order modes, but the accuracy of the solution may be compromised [2] .
The purpose of this paper is to present an improved formulation that extends the range of applicability of the general method in [2] for large distances between discontinuities. This new formulation parallels the analysis in [2] with the exception that the modes in each waveguide region are partitioned into the interacting and noninteracting classes. The interacting modes are defined as the modes that effectively interact between discontinuities and include all the propagating modes and the lower order evanescent modes up to a level which is to be determined. A finite number of non-interacting modes will be effectively matched terminated at the discontinuities, in the transmission line sense, thereby eliminating their destabilizing effect. The total number of modes in each region can be chosen as large as needed to accurately describe the scattering at each discontinuity. A thick iris in a circular waveguide is quantitatively studied to determine a criterion for choosing the number of interacting modes between circular waveguide discontinuities. The accuracy of the formulation is verified for a thick iris and step transformers in circular waveguides by comparing numerical results with data available in the literature. 
II. FORMULATION
Consider the multiple-step discontinuities shown in Fig. 1 . There are N transverse discontinuities with N + 1 waveguide regions and perfectly conducting walls. An arbitrary multi-mode incident field is assumed from waveguide 1. The continuity of the transverse electric and magnetic field intensities over each aperture cross section is expressed as follows:
where Aim and B;m are the forward and the backward complex coefficients, 'Yim is the propagation constant, e;m and h;m are the transverse electric and magnetic field functions for the mth mode in the ith region, and L; = -z; +z;-1. The modal field functions form an orthonormal set, i.e.,
lsi where S, is the ith waveguide cross section, and 6,,rn is the Kronecker delta. The n and p subscripts refer to the interacting and the noninteracting modes, respectively. The orthogonality of the modes is applied to the field continuity equations, (1)-(3), to fonn linear matrix equations [2] that are truncated to a total of M; modes in each ith region, with N; of the modes being classified as interacting modes. The matrix equations can be solved and expressed in the scattering matrix formulation as and (5) 0018-9480/94$04.00 © 1994 IBEE ... ----._ .. 
for a 1st B .E. discontinuity
for a lst B.R. discontinuity (8) For the ith boundary enlargement discontinuity case, Q , P .
• H , 
with (e;r, h;+1,a}s, being replaced by (e;+l,•• h;r)s<+ 1 in the boundary reduction case. C, and g, are M; x M; diagonal matrices with elements cosh("!,mLi) and sinh(T,mL;), respectively. and 
(17) (19) If N; = M;, i.e., all the modes in each ith region are classified as interacting modes, then E , H , and K . would vanish and the scattering matrices would i,e~s in' [2] . The 'ronowing identities can be used in the above equations:
where £. is any of E , ET, H , HT,
Ill. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDES
Consider a thick circular iris of radius b and length L in a circular waveguide of radius a, as shown in Fig. 2 . In [2] , it was found that the optimum ratio of the number of modes for a good convergence is M/N ~ a/b where M and N are the total number of modes in waveguide regions and iris region, respectively. However, the number of interacting modes ( P) in the iris ~gion must be chosen sufficiently large, enough to account for the higher order mode interaction between the discontinuities. A criterion for choosing the number of interacting modes can be established by studying the numerical results for an incident TE 11 mode. In Fig. 3 are allowed to interact between the discontinuities in the iris region, although good results may be obtained using fewer modes. All the propagating modes must be included in the truncations. Comparison with numerical results calculated by the moment method [5] is shown in Table I Comparison with numerical results for the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the two-and four-section quarter-wave transformers, calculated in [6] using the modal analysis technique with cascading, is shown in Fig. 4 . Excellent agreement of results are achieved using the proposed method with a total of twenty modes in each region where three modes in each transformer section are interacting modes. Compared with the formulation in [2] , the proposed method requires a comparable amount or less computational time which would give it a significant computational advantage over the commonly used cascading techniques.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An efficient general solution for the scattering from multiple discontinuities in waveguides has been presented. The global scattering matrices are calculated by simultaneously solving for the interaction between the discontinuities using a recurrence procedure rather than by cascading individual discontinuities. The formulation in a previous paper [2] has been modified to eliminate the coupling of the higher order modes that do not effectively interact with the adjacent discontinuities. This extends the applicability of the formulation to cases with large separation distances between discontinuities, with the corresponding reduction of the computational effort [2] with respect to the various cascading methods. For the linear dimensions considered, the evanescent modes with / L < 4 were found to be effectively interacting between the discontinuities and were included in the truncations. Numerical results for a thick iris and for multiplestep transformers in circular waveguides have been compared with data available in the literature to confirm the accuracy of the modified formulation.
